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Abstract

Nowadays, the darknet or dark web has become one of the most booming topics in context with cyber security. \cite{6}Several research studies and current reports conclude that how the anonymous nature of the darknet provides a platform for illegal activities and cybercrime. The dark web is a hidden online market for everything, including but not limited to human trafficking, drugs, illegal weapons, forged documents, hire services for murder, narcotics, indecent pornography, etc. Because of these reasons, it is difficult for digital forensic professionals to trace the origin of traffic, location, and ownership of any computer or person on the Darknet. This paper reveals the mysterious and invisible facts of the darknet in various ways.
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Introduction

Many of us are aware that the internet provides a platform for an information system known as the World Wide Web, where we can access and share any kind of information and this information is exchanged hugely by the community globally. But this community is unaware of the existence of an invisible or hidden layer of the internet that provides anonymity and a platform mostly used for illegal businesses and cybercrimes, known as darknet or deep web. The internet which we use for surfing and exchanging information is only 5\% of the whole internet rest of the large part of the internet is invisible is called the deep web. The deep web is also called the invisible web, for some technical reasons its contents are not indexed.
An increasing number of cybercrimes and criminals are using the dark web—the encrypted part of the internet that cannot be tracked, to shop for software that helps them remain anonymous while carrying out their crimes. The dark web is a part of the deep web, the non-indexed part of the worldwide web that cannot be accessed by standard search engines such as Google and requires encrypted networks such as the Tor browser. This study illuminates information on the various layers of the Internet, with a particular focus on the Dark Web.

The Dark Web-Dictionary

Lots of people active on the dark web use abbreviations that are unclear to newcomers. That's why here I have mentioned the meaning of some commonly used abbreviations:

2FA
Two-factor authentication. [25] It is a simple way to secure your account. Instead of relying on a single password system, it is better to adopt this method to gain access to your account by using another device. Usually, this is done with a smartphone.

Alpha bay
[25] After the shutdown of the Silk Road website this became the big marketplace for the most buyers.

Blockchain
[25] This is the prominent technology of Bitcoin. It can be operated in 3 modes i.e., public, private, and hybrid mode on which crucial data can be stored and the transaction can be done safely and securely.

BTC
[25] This is the acronym given to Bitcoins. It is popularly known by cryptocurrency and widely used for anonymous transactions on the darknet.

Clearnet
[25] Simply put, the Clearnet is everything you can find on the internet via a search engine such as Google. These are all the publicly available websites, do not require any kind of registration or log-in credentials. However, this does not mean that websites that require a log-in are necessarily not part of the Clearnet.
Short for 'Law Enforcement Agencies/Law Enforcement. This is an acronym for Tor network users who wish to evade the scrutiny of law enforcement. These actors are present and active on dark markets, and they will try to frame you.

**OS (Live or Host)**

Short for Operating System. Cybercriminals are using such OS like Windows, Mac, Linux and VirtualBox software to operate illegal activities on the darknet.

**Red Rooms**

Red Rooms are a common myth of the Dark Web. Many people claim that certain types of websites exist where several people pay a fee, gain access to a live stream where there is a torturer and a victim. The Paid visitors of the stream would then be able to order the torturer into acting out any depraved desires the streamers might have. Thankfully, to this day, no actual report of a verified Red Room has ever come in. As far as we know, red rooms are full of fantasies rather than realities.

**Silk Road**

This was the original 'success story of the dark web. A young man set up a completely free-market economy for people to compete in. It was shut down in 2013 and was mostly known for being a marketplace for drugs and weapons.

**Tails**

Tails stands for: "The Amnesiac Incognito Live System." This is a live version of Linux that helps you install the OS on any device.

**VPN**

This is short for a virtual private network. If a user uses VPN for illegal activities on the darknet than it is difficult for the Law Enforcement or cyber forensic officials to trace the cyber criminals on the darknet.

**How Tor Browser works**

The onion Router is the abbreviation for TOR, is an open-source private network that allows the users to browse on the internet anonymously. The tor was initially developed and solely used by the U.S Navy to protect sensitive government communications before the network was made publicly available. The rapid improvement in the technology and innovation of digital products has been changed and has given way to frequent data breaches and cyber thefts in response consumers are increasingly opting for products that offer data privacy and cyber security.
Tor is an underground anonymous network that was implemented to hide the user’s identities. The tor network is one example of the many emerging technologies that attempt to fill a data privacy void in a digital space plagued by cyber security concerns. The tor network intercepts the traffic from your browsers and bounces a user's request of a random number of the user requests final destination. These random users are volunteer devices which are called nodes or relays.

[27] The tor network disguises your identity by encrypting the traffic and moving it across different tower relays within the network, the tor network uses an onion routing technique for transmitting data hence the original name of the onion router to operate within the tor network a user has to install the tor browser. Any address or information requested using the browser is transmitted through the tor network, it has its own feature set. The data passing through the tor network must follow a unique protocol known as the onion routing protocol.

In our normal network usage, the data is transmitted directly the sender has data packets to transmit which is done directly over a line of communication with either a receiving server of the same kind. However, since the data can easily be captured while being transmitted the security of this exchange is not very reliable. Moreover, it becomes very easy to trace the origin of such requests on many occasions' websites with questionable and controversial content are blocked from the ISP. This is possible since the ISP can detect and spy on user information passing through the network. Apart, from ISPs, there is a steady chance of your private information being intercepted by hackers unfortunately easy detection of the sources and contents of a web request makes the entire network extremely vulnerable for the people who seek anonymity over the internet. However, the onion routing protocol things take a longer route. We have a sender with the tor browser installed on the client system.

The network sends the information to IP address of node one which encrypts the information and passes it on IP address of node 2 which performs another encryption and passes it on Ip address of node 3. This is the last address which is also known as the exit relay node. This last node decrypts the encrypted data and finally relays the request to the final destination which can be another device or a server end. This final address thinks the request came from the exit node and grants access to it encryption process across multiple computers repeats itself from the exit node to the original user. The tor obfuscates user IP addresses from unwanted surveillance by keeping the users request untraceable with multiple servers touching the data it makes the tracking very difficult for both ISPs and malicious attackers.
The above figure shows how the Tor works in a simplified way. It clearly shows the data that the Tor user will send will pass through these three Routers before going to the Destination.

**Illegal Activities And Cybercrime**

Many types of crime can be done online with secret transactions, whether it involves drugs, money or even human beings can be done by using the dark web. That's why it is called the darkest corner of the internet "A platform for illegal business and cybercrime". Following are some hilarious examples of darknet crimes:

1. Contract killings
2. Extortion
3. Illegal drug sale
4. Illegal weapon sale
5. Sex trafficking
6. Recruitment and planning terror attacks
7. Child pornography and many more…

Several investigators and findings reported a same kind of crime happened on the darknet. This investigation led to the activity taking place on the dark web marketplaces and found many black markets good available on the Silk Road website. There are various illegal drugs like Ecstasy, LSD, heroin, and steroids are available on the darknet marketplace. Also, illegal weapons and books on how to construct bombs, counterfeit identification, and merchandise available on the darknet at very cheaper rates.

[38] Illegal drugs are one of the most dangerous goods available on the darknet marketplace. The reason behind this, the criminals or smugglers who buy and sell those illegal drugs online do not need to work hard to find customers. Drug consumers easily get trapped and
buy all the illegal drugs online on the darknet. But they are unknowingly keeping their life at risk by ordering and consuming these illegal and dangerous drugs anonymously.

Silk Road was the most dangerous, modern, and first online anonymous black-market place on the darknet. [6] Ross Ulbricht is the creator and founder of the Silk Road website. It was operated by using a hidden layer of the internet called dark web by using TOR browser, for providing hidden goods and services to the customers online, so that online users were able to buy any available goods anonymously and securely without being monitored. The website of Silk Road was launched in February 2011, within a few years Silk Road has provided goods and services to more than 1,00,000 buyers online. It has been estimated that Silk Road has generated revenue of approximately 1.2 billion dollars. Payments in this market are, expectedly, made in crypto-currency such as Bitcoin, which has no central issuing authority and permits anonymous transactions. In 2013 media reports had estimated that 12 million Bitcoins were in circulation; at present, one Bitcoin is worth $300-335. In, October 2013, the website was shut down and Ross Ulbricht was get arrested by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). They investigate and found that people from around the world are buying and selling illicit drugs, weapons, and poisons and provide services for hacking and murders. On February 4, 2015, Ross Ulbricht was sentenced to two life sentences and 40 years without the possibility of parole.

Nowadays children are increasingly becoming victimized in human trafficking, as they are forced to be labor and the commercial sex trade. Despite making the best efforts of the government to stop these activities on the dark web, the hidden nature of the darknet makes it very difficult to trace the people on the darknet. Many criminal organizations shifted the business of human trafficking on the darknet because it is easy to operate, cheaper, and exploits more children there. Because of these circumstances, undoubtedly, the darknet has become the safest place and anonymous for human trafficking and pornography.

One of the most recent and notorious human trafficking groups comes into the picture named "The Black Death Group" of Eastern Europe, which operates all its business on the darknet. The business involved not just adult and child trafficking with selling sex slaves to Saudi Arabia, but it also hosted auctions of virgin young girls of 15 years of age, advertising them by their looks including age, hair color, and measurements. The starting price in this auction can be as high as $760000, with the disclaimer that "They do not sell girls who are ill, pregnant, have AIDs or are young mothers.

The most recent case has been reported against the abduction of the victims by the "Black Death Group". They have been accused of kidnapping a 21 years old British model, who claimed that she had been drugged badly and stuffed in a suitcase. She has been harassed, tortured, and abused for 6 days, and also, she has been warned that she would be auctioned to the buyers on the darknet and then fed to the tigers if she refused. She was later told that she would be auctioned as a sex slave for $354780.
[37] Darknet is also the safest and perfect place for child trafficking and pornography. Several websites on the darknet allow number of users to share strategies on targeting, seducing, and engaging in sexual attacks on teenagers in various ways. One of the famous owners of child play from Canada named Benjamin Faulkner runs a child pornography website on the darknet and that is at its peak with over 1 million profiles. The website showcases short videos of over 100 producers of porn videos who raped and brutalized children and women. After running the website for about 6 months, Benjamin Faulkner gets captured along with his associate Patrick Falte by the United States Department of Homeland security, in October 2016. [36] Patrick was arrested with all his devices which contains a collection of child porn images and videos. There are approximate 45000 images and 2500 videos of child porn. The website name "The Giftbox Exchange", another mysterious child pornography website on the darknet get shut down by the officials in November 2016 and they both are sentenced to life imprisonment.

Conclusions

The darknet is the perfect platform for illegal business and criminal activity, as it is anonymous and not visible by using many standard search engines, it is a great platform for cybercriminals and traditional criminals as well. A darknet is also a powerful tool and black-market place where you can find several goods and services like pirated software, illegal drugs, weapons, and many programmed viruses for hacking. Along with those tools, it is a perfect place to buy and sell the data that is stolen from the various databases by data breaches that are so common in the modern world.

Despite the many efforts of the government, the hidden nature of the deep web makes it very difficult to trace people. [35] Though law enforcement and cyber forensic agencies have been continuously working to stop these activities, there are huge numbers of people who operate the darknet, which makes it difficult for the agencies to investigate and find them.

As a responsible citizen and a wise human being, it is our responsibility to show empathy toward one another. If somebody is being exploited today, then it is possible tomorrow that might happen to us also. We must raise our voice against this and join to help each other, educate each other, and take steps to end human trafficking and pornography.
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